
This Is How It Goes Play: A Comprehensive
Guide to the Game
This Is How It Goes Play is a tabletop role-playing game that explores the
complexities of human relationships through the lens of science fiction. The
game is set in a future where humanity has spread to the stars, but where
the challenges of love, loss, and connection remain the same.

Setting

The game is set in a future where humanity has spread to the stars, but
where the challenges of love, loss, and connection remain the same.
Players take on the roles of scientists, engineers, artists, and other
members of a space-faring society. They will explore strange new worlds,
encounter alien cultures, and grapple with the challenges of living in a
world where the familiar is constantly being replaced by the unknown.
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Players can create characters from a wide range of backgrounds and
professions. Each character has their own unique strengths, weaknesses,
and motivations. Players will work together to create a team of characters
that is well-suited to the challenges of the game.

Some of the character archetypes that are available to players include:

The Scientist: A brilliant mind with a thirst for knowledge. The
Scientist is always looking for new ways to understand the universe
and its inhabitants.

The Engineer: A skilled craftsman with a knack for solving problems.
The Engineer is always ready to lend a hand, and they are always up
for a challenge.

The Artist: A creative soul with a unique perspective on the world. The
Artist is always looking for new ways to express themselves, and they
are always willing to challenge the status quo.

The Diplomat: A skilled communicator with a gift for negotiation. The
Diplomat is always looking for ways to bridge the gap between
different cultures and perspectives.

The Soldier: A brave and skilled warrior who is always ready to defend
their loved ones. The Soldier is always willing to put themselves in
harm's way for the greater good.

Rules

The game is played using a d6 dice pool system. Players roll a pool of d6
dice, and the number of successes they roll determines the outcome of
their actions. The game also uses a number of other mechanics, such as a



stress system and a conflict resolution system, to simulate the challenges
of living in a science fiction world.

The game is designed to be flexible and easy to learn. Players can create
their own characters and stories, or they can use the pre-generated
characters and scenarios that are included in the game. The game can be
played with as few as two players, or as many as six players.

Gameplay

The game is played in a series of scenes. Each scene represents a
different encounter or challenge that the characters face. Players will work
together to overcome these challenges, and they will develop their
characters' relationships along the way.

The game is not about winning or losing. It is about exploring the
complexities of human relationships and the challenges of living in a
science fiction world. Players will experience moments of joy, sorrow, and
everything in between. The game is designed to be a thought-provoking
and emotionally resonant experience.

This Is How It Goes Play is a tabletop role-playing game that is perfect for
players who are looking for a thought-provoking and emotionally resonant
experience. The game is set in a future where humanity has spread to the
stars, but where the challenges of love, loss, and connection remain the
same. Players will take on the roles of scientists, engineers, artists, and
other members of a space-faring society as they explore strange new
worlds, encounter alien cultures, and grapple with the challenges of living in
a world where the familiar is constantly being replaced by the unknown.



The game is played using a d6 dice pool system, and it is designed to be
flexible and easy to learn. Players can create their own characters and
stories, or they can use the pre-generated characters and scenarios that
are included in the game.

This Is How It Goes Play is a game that will stay with you long after you
finish playing. It is a game that will challenge you, it will make you think,
and it will make you feel.

If you are looking for a tabletop role-playing game that is truly unique, then
This Is How It Goes Play is the game for you.
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